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GROWTH. VISION. DEVELOPMENT.
For the past several years, these buzzwords have been resonating in the markets of Qatar, and 
rightfully so. With double-digit growth expected into the foreseeable future, and a vision that sees 
Qatar prepare itself in less than two decades to face the challenges of the future, the prospects of 
this country look bright.

Domopan has proudly played a big role in the development of Qatar. In the first three years since the 
launch of our company, our turnover grew an incredible 20-fold. As of the beginning of 2012, we 
have successfully supplied over a million square meters of Domo Gypsum – an incredible amount, 
considering that we have only been involved in the market for less than five years.

To compliment our manufacturing capacity as a major supplier to the entire market, Domopan has 
its own fit-out/installation Division. Our fit-out references include such Qatari icons as the Museum 
of Modern Arab Art, the Ras Gas headquarters, Souk Waqif Hotel, and the PortoArabia complex 
at the Pearl, amongst others.

SUCCESS.
Another word that characterizes Domopan today. Two factors have contributed to our success.  
First, innovation, as it is our innovative approach to our sector that distinguishes us. We were 
one of the first companies in Qatar to promote the concept of ‘green construction’, ensuring 
that every aspect of our work was sustainable and environmentally friendly, as a result, we are 
members of organizations that set green standards in Qatar.

Secondly, and most importantly, we owe our success to the talented family that works with us 
at Domopan. Their professionalism, expertise, and adherence to our values, is what made 
Domopan the success story that it is today. Our family comes from across the world, a testament 
to the fact that our values and professionalism have global appeal.

At Domopan, we are proud of our accomplishments, and are even more proud of the role we 
play, and continue to play, in building this great nation. Join us as we continue to strive and 
define development.

Sincerely,
Fouad Hamdan 
Chief Executive Officer
Domopan 



ABOUT US

DomoGypsum

DomoGypsum boards are versatile, fire-resistant, and corrosive free. With Qatar’s unique 
environment presenting its own challenges to designers and engineers, DomoGypsum 
provides the solution. Locally manufactured and internationally-certified, our boards are 
specifically designed to meet the climatic and construction demands that are faced in 
Qatar and the region.
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OUR VISION

Our vision is to be nothing short of the best. We envision ourselves to be the undisputed leader 
and partner in providing products projects to both public and private sector clients.

OUR MISSION

We aim to provide innovative and cutting-edge materials to address the unique demands of 
Qatar’s environment, construction climate, and client preferences, executed to the highest levels of 
professionalism to secure client loyalty.

OUR VALUES

Our values are the foundation upon which we build ourselves and our projects. Every member of 
the Domopan family holds these values to heart in delivering unsurpassed quality and dedication 
to their tasks at hand.

QUALITY
We deliver quality that exceeds internationally-recognized standards. As testament to our 
commitment, we have been awarded with the ISO 9001:2008 for quality.

ETHICS
We are uncompromising with our professionalism, integrity, and honesty.

EXCELLENCE
Excellence goes beyond quality. Excellence represents every aspect of every activity we do, 
from office operations to onsite construction methods. We thrive on the challenge of consistently 
delivering excellence.

SAFETY
We strive for a zero-accident work environment. We stand by this commitment firmly, and as 
such, have been awarded OHSAS 18001:2007 for safety.

SUSTAINABILITY
With an ISO 14001:2004 certificate in hand, our actions minimize the impact on our immediate 
environment. As a further sign of our commitment to sustainability, we are currently affiliate 
members of GORD and associate members of QGBC.
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PARTITIONS

The Domopan variety of drywall system is due to a keen 
understanding of regional requirements. Testing and supporting 
warranted systems that satisfy our region’s unique climatic 
building needs.

Quickly and simply constructed from high quality Domopan components, our 
partitions are guaranteed to perform. You can specify Domopan partitions safe in 
knowledge that these components have been comprehensively tested together to 
ensure performance, and that our support extends from concept to site.
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DOMOGYPSUM KEY FEATURES
Certified
DomoGypsum meets international and local standards for gypsum panels and are certified ISO 9001:2008, 
ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007

Environmentally friendly
Because gypsum is 100% natural, the environmental benefits are enormous.
In addition, and if the client wishes so, our DomoGypsum can be made of recycled material.

Bacteria-free
The very nature of gypsum plaster does not allow bacteria to cling to the material and form colonies.
This makes DomoGypsum ideal for environments where sterility is of the most importance, such as clinics,
hospitals, nurseries, schools, and so forth.

Humidity regulator
Gypsum has the unique ability to absorb excess moisture in the air, and then returning that very same moisture to the 
surrounding environment when humidity levels drop. This makes it ideal for humid climates such as Qatar and the GCC.

Fire resistant
DomoGypsum is highly fire resistant, exceeding European standards for flame-retardation.
The panels are therefore ideal for situations where safety is paramount. In addition, with Qatar and the GCC focusing on 
more stringent fire safety regulations, DomoGypsum already exceeds the requirements set forth by the new guidelines.

Insulating
Due to panel thickness, and gypsum’s natural porosity which traps air, DomoGypsum panels are efficient insulators, 
lowering air conditioning and heating costs for the end-users. 

Sound Protection
The thickness and density of DomoGypsum makes the material an ideal acoustic insulator. 
Depending on the clients’ requirements, the panels may be thickened to even further absorb sound.

Tough and durable
DomoGypsum is highly robust, and is highly resistant to impact forces. In addition, nails, screws, 
and other fixtures can be installed at nearly any point on the panels thanks to the natural strength of DomoGypsum. 

Practical 
We have designed the panels with the construction process in mind; DomoGypsum can be installed
in the most challenging environments, where even space is limited.

Flexible Panel Sizing
The panels can be cut down to the required size, simply using a normal utility knife. The standard size supplied is 
1000mm X 600mm X 25mm.

Easy to assemble
All of DomoGypsum’s accessories are designed so that your project can be done quickly and hassle-free.
Wall mounting is done efficiently and cleanly ensuring that the project is completed in a relatively quick period of time.

Hassle-free joints
Simply remove the excess adhesive from the joints without any additional tools and they are all ready to use.
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Key Features Fire Resistance1
(mins)

Sound Reduction2
(Db) (Rw))

Partition Width
(mm) 

Maximum Wall 
Height (m)

With 
insulation

• Simple fast space division
• Minimum Components
• Range of finishing options
• Economical
• Cross-sector Application  120+   47 - 57

500

100

With out 
insulation

• Optimum residential 
Solution

• 900mm stud centers
• No insulation needed
• Meets 40 dB sound 

reduction requirements
  43

With
Block Work

• High Acoustic 
performance

• Low overall width
• High fire resistance

  57 - 62

Double Layer
w/o insulation

• The highest fire resistance
• Single frames provide 

physical separation

• The best acoustic 
performance

• Twin frames provide 
physical separation

• Accommodates large 
service runs

• The best acoustic 
performance

• Twin frames provide 
physical separation

• Accommodates large 
service runs

SYSTEM SELECTOR PARTITIONS

00    30   60   90   120 35    45    55    65   75
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 120+

 120+

 120+

 120+
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DOMOGYPSUM ACCESSORIES

Key Features:

Head Track

Fixings

Floor Track
1

4

3
Stud

Other Components

2

Domopan ‘U’ Channel 
forms head plate.

Domopan Drywall Screws 
are self drilling and self 
tapping and designed 
perfectly with Domopan  
Plasterboards.

The following components are used in associations with Domopan accessories, 
however, manufacturing of these components is outsourced.

Domopan ‘U’ Channel 
secured to floor.

Domopan metal studs simply twist 
and snap into head and floor tracks.

Angle Bead is GI or 
stainless steel “V” 
section used at corners 
to protect the panel.

Domopan Gypsum 
Glue gaps, minimizes 
airborne sound 
transmission.

We manufacture our own accessories, right here in our own factory in Qatar, to the highest of 
standards. Every single accessory used in our Partition System is made here, to the extent that we 
extrude our own studs and runners.

Please note that some extra components will need to be utilized to the installation of some 
DomoGypsum systems.

• Versatile, light, fast and easy to install.
• Optimised solutions to meet sector specific requirements.
• Minimum amount of components required to construct.
• Comprehensively tested, developed, and site-proven across the Middle East

Domopan ‘C’ stud 
lightweight steel section.
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INSTALLATION PROCESS

Take reference point
for the partition and 
do the laser marking.

Fix the perimeter 
runner at ground 
& soffit and start 
installation of vertical 
stud (‘C’ Stud) and 
horizontal brasing.

Door openings will 
be as per door & 
window schedules 
and shopdrawings
(This guarantees high 
accuracy in openings’ 
sizes)

MEP work like 
electrical
conduits and water 
pipes can proceed at 
this point.

Install tape on the
‘C’ stud.

At door or window 
opening, install 
bitumen paint treated 
white wood to allow 
for door and window 
stiffness.

Check the door and 
window lintel level 
and verify horizontal 
stiffness.1

73

5

6

4

2

8
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Prepare 
DomoGypsum
panels in 
work area

Start installing the
1st layer of
DomoGypsum

Prepare
electro-mechanical 
openings if required.

At door or window
opening, cut 
DomoGypsum panel 
to size.

After closing to soffit
level a Gap of 
8mm between the 
DomoGypsum
and concrete to be 
filled by fire rated 
sealant.

It is recommended
not to use the
gypsum screw
directly on the edge
of the DomoGypsum 
panel.

Apply gypsum glue
to the horizontal joint 
between1st and 
2nd layer of 
DomoGypsum.

Scrape the gypsum
glue after fixing the 
DomoGypsum panel
to seal all joints.9 13

11 15

10 14

12 16
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' C ' and 'I' STUD SINGLE BOARDED (w/o INSULATION)
- DOMOPAN FIBER GYSUM BOARD UP TO 2 Hr FIRE RESISTANCE CAN BE ACHIEVED

' C ' and 'I' STUD SINGLE BOARDED (w/ INSULATION)
- DOMOPAN FIBER GYSUM BOARD UP TO 2 Hr FIRE RESISTANCE CAN BE ACHIEVED

- STC RATING 42 dB

- STC RATING 52 dB

' C ' and 'I' STUD SINGLE BOARDED (w/o INSULATION)
- DOMOPAN FIBER GYSUM BOARD UP TO 2 Hr FIRE RESISTANCE CAN BE ACHIEVED

' C ' and 'I' STUD SINGLE BOARDED (w/ INSULATION)
- DOMOPAN FIBER GYSUM BOARD UP TO 2 Hr FIRE RESISTANCE CAN BE ACHIEVED

- STC RATING 42 dB

- STC RATING 52 dB

DOMOPAN PERFORMER 

‘C‘ STUD AND ‘U’ CHANNEL SINGLE BOARDED (W/O INSULATION)

‘C‘ STUD AND ‘U’ CHANNEL SINGLE BOARDED (w/ INSULATION)

These details represent some of the most common design situations relevant to the DomoGypsum partition system. 
DomoGypsum Technical Services can advise on any specific detail designers aim to achieve.

Domopan 
Acoustic Roll if 
required

Domopan Drywall Screws at 
300mm centers

- DOMOPAN FIBER GYSUM BOARD UP TO 2 Hr FIRE RESISTANCE CAN BE ACHIEVED
- STC RATING 47 dB

- DOMOPAN FIBER GYPSUM BOARD UP TO 2 Hr FIRE RESISTANCE CAN BE ACHIEVED
- STC RATING 57 dB

Foam Tape

INSTALLATION DETAILS

Foam Tape

DomoGypsum
Board 25mm

DomoGypsum
Board 25mm

Domopan 
Drywall Screws
At 500mm 
centers
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Domopan Nailable Plug or suitable 
Fixings at 600mm maximum centers

Domopan ‘U’ Channel

Fire Sealant (Optional)

Domopan ‘C’ Stud at 
500mm maximum centers

Domopan Drywall Screws at 
300mm centers

STANDARD HEAD AND FLOOR

STANDARD HEAD AND FLOOR

Domopan ‘U’ 
Channel

Domopan Drywall Screws at 
300mm centers

20mm Domopan Nailable Plug or suitable 
Fixings at 600mm maximum centers

The floor detail below indicates that the system is flexible in that it can be fixed to a 
finished or unfinished concrete floor.

INSTALLATION DETAILS
Standard Head and Floor

The Domopan ‘U’ Channel should be fixed to the structural soffit at maximum 600mm centers. If deflection of 
the soffit is expected this will be absorbed by the filler board and thus have no direct impact to the partition.

DomoGypsum
Board 25mm
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SPLAYED CORNER

CORNER 90°

ABUTMENT T-JUNCTION

INSTALLATION DETAILS
Corner 90o

Domopan Drywall Screws at 
500mm centers

Splayed Corner

Domopan ‘C’ Studs 
screw

Domopan Drywall Screws at 
300mm centers

Fixings at the junction should be made from stud to stud.

Domopan ‘C’ Studs at intersection

Angle Bead

DomoGypsum
Board 25mm

DomoGypsum
Board 25mm

Domopan Drywall Screws at 
500mm centers

T-Junction

Domopan ‘C’ Stud at centers
to Specifications

Where there are high acoustic requirements Flanking detail should be considered.

Domopan insulation if required
DomoGypsum
Board 25mm
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ABUTMENT T-JUNCTION (ALTERNATIVE FLANKING DET)

ABUTMENT - WITH INSULATION WHERE PARTITIONS IS FIRE RATED

INSTALLATION DETAILS
Abutment T-Junction

Fixing at the junctions should be made from stud to stud.
Extra studs should be included. A break in the plasterboard helps to prevent flanking sound transmission.

Insulation if required

Additional Domopan ‘C’ Stud

Domopan Drywall Screws at 
500mm centersDomopan Drywall Screws at 

500mm centers

DomoGypsum
Board 25mm

Abutment – Direct Bonding

Domopan ‘C’ Stud

20mm Domopan Nailbale 
Plug or suitable fixings at 

600mm centers

Domopan insulation
if reuquired

Domopan insulation
if reuquired

DomoGypsum
Board 25mm
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INSTALLATION DETAILS

TYP CONNECTION DETAIL

Door Stiffener Details

Domo Wall & Concrete Column

DomoGypsum
Board 25mm

Domopan ‘C’ Stud

Vertical Metal Stud (47/91/149mm x 0.5 Thk.)

25mm Thk Domo Regular Gypsum Bd.

Glasswool Insulation 12 Kg/M3

Single Sided Polyethylene
Foam Tape 3mm Thk.

#6 x 63.5mm Dry wall screw with
fisher wall Plug

#6 x 38mm Gypsum Black Screw

Concrete column (By Others)

Domopan Drywall Screws at 
500mm centers

DO
OR

 S
TI

FF
EN

ER
 D

ET
AI

LS

Wood Support

Fire Resistant Filter 5mm

DomoGypsum
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WINDOW FRAME STIFFENER DETAILS

INSTALLATION DETAILS

DomoGypsum  
Board 25mm

Additional Domopan ‘C’ Studs as 
trimmers at each side of opening

Fire - stop insulation
(by others) 

Wood stifness for doors and windows

Typical Framing Out Detail

DomoGypsum
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SOCKETS & SWITCHES

INSTALLATION DETAILS
Sockets and Switches

Sockets and Switches

Socket Box by 
others

These can be fixed back to Domopan ‘U’ Channel or sections of Domopan Fixing Channels 
fitted between studs.

Sockets or switch

Domopan ‘U’ Channel fixed to studs

300 mm

300 mm
DomoGypsum
Board 25mm

DomoGypsum
Board 25mm
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INSTALLATION DETAILS

Curved Partition

Domopan Drywall Screws

Domopan ‘C’ Stud to suit design

Domopan ‘U’ Channel cut at regular centers to form curve. 
(Refer to table below for correct Centers)

Radius ‘U’ Channel Cuts
at (centers)

‘U’ Channel Fixed
at (centers)

Studs
at (centers)

5 metres plus 300mm 50mm 50mm

3-5metres 100mm 20mm 25mm

Studs centers also dependant on partition maximum height
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TRAINING

Comprehensive training on drywall and plastering systems
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Workshops and Training

Although DomoGypsum boards are highly versatile and relatively simple to install, we 
offer bespoke trainings and workshops for your technicians should the need arise. We 
are more than happy to accommodate any requests that you may have, like holding the 
sessions on your premises.

The workshops are lead by the very same people that install DomoGypsum on-sites 
throughout the country, so you can be rest assured that your technicians are receiving 
their training from only the best.

Give us a call today to learn more.
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ENVIRONMENT

Minimization and recycling
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ENVIRONMENT
With Qatar and the region focusing more and more on 
sustainability like never before in the past, the importance of 
environmentally-friendly materials has been brought to the 
forefront.

The factory
Environmental responsibility has been important to us since day one. In fact, our factory was 
originally designed to meet all environmental and sustainably standards. As a result, we hold 
an ISO 14001:2004 certificate, testament to the fact that our actions minimize the impact on 
our immediate environment. We also went a step further and are currently affiliated members of 
GORD and associate members of QGBC – another sign of our commitment to green.

The product
Not only is DomoGypsum built to the highest of standards, but it also meets stringent 
environmental regulations. Upon client request, our boards can be made of 100% of recyclable 
gypsum. In addition, we leave nothing to waste as older boards are also recycled into our 
manufacturing flow. Once the product leaves our factory and is installed in buildings and homes, 
it also adds to the environmental efficiency of the structures themselves by providing insulation 
from the searing desert heat – resulting in less air conditioning usage and consequently, lower 
CO2 emissions.
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DomoGypsum is certified by both local and international standardization 
organizations; a stamp of approval and a vote of confidence in DomoGypsum’s 
quality and reliability.

CERTIFICATIONS
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Associate Members

ISO Certficates

Affiliate Members

Global Sustainability Assessment System

املنظومـــة الشاملــــة لتقييـــم االستـدامـــة

Gulf Organisation for Research & Development
املـنظمـــــة اخلـلـيجــيـــــــــة للــبـحــــــــث والــتـطـويــــــــر
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OUR SERVICE 
TO YOU

DomoGypsum
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Quality
As quality is an integral part of our values that we proudly adhere to, that very same value goes towards 
our DomoGypsum boards. The boards are certified ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004, and OHSAS 
18001:2007. Not only does this ensure the quality of our products, but leaves you with a peace of mind 
knowing that our boards meet and exceed the most stringent of standards.

Performance
DomoGypsum easily meets your requirements, no matter the size of the job. It is highly resistant to fire, 
acoustically and thermally insulates, and importantly, the boards’ microporosity, can regulate environmental 
humidity – absorbing and releasing it to keep the moisture levels optimum. This mere fact guarantees  
high-performance and long lasting-life. In addition, DomoGypsum is easily integrated in existing structures, and 
is so versatile it can be installed in already occupied rooms. Performance and convenience go hand-in-hand 
with DomoGypsum.

Time 
Because time costs money and is of the essence, we have designed DomoGypsum with time-efficiency in mind. 
All accessories are quick to prepare and install, and the panels can be cut down to the required size quickly 
with a utility knife. In addition, we can produce sizes and specifications to cater to your specific requirements 
right at our factory, saving you time at the site itself.

DomoGypsum
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T. +974 4409 9999 / +974 4437 4748
F. +974 4409 9990
P.O. Box 24023
Doha, Qatar
www.domoqatar.com




